Supplementary Fig. 1 Kernel phenotype and the accumulation of zein proteins in RNAi-M. a A self-pollinated Rabb/Rabb; RNAi/+ ear segregating three quarters of modified kernels (two Rabb/Rabb; RNAi/+ and one Rabb/Rabb; RNAi/ RNAi) and one quarter of normal kernels (Rabb/Rabb). Arrows and asterisks indicate normal (Rabb) and modified ( RNAi-M) kernels; b Longitudinal and latitudinal sections of Rabb and RNAi-M kernels from the segregating ear in (a); c SDS-PAGE analysis of zein proteins in Rabb and RNAi-M kernels from (a). Three kernels for each were analyzed. Each subgroup of zeins is indicated beside the gel. Total zein from 200 g of corn flour was loaded in each lane. M, protein markers from top to bottom correspond to 25, 20 and 15 kDa.
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